By Double Registered Mail
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The Prime Minister of the Slovak Republic
Mr. Peter Pellegrini
Government Office of the Slovak Republic
Namesti slobody 1
813 70 Bratislava
Slovak Republic
January 20, 2020

Your Excellency,
I am writing to you in my capacity as Chairman & Chief Executive Officer of EuroGas Inc.
(“EuroGas”), a US corporation registered in the State of Utah, United States of America.
On July 31, 2019 EuroGas had informed the President of the Slovak Republic, The Honourable
Mrs. Zuzana Caputova, of a “Notification of a Claim” against the Slovak Republic by way of
the so-called “Trigger Letter”, as defined under the rules and regulations of the World Bank’s
ICSID Department in Washington D.C, USA.
A copy of this “Trigger Letter” is attached to this letter for your perusal since EuroGas intends
to commence new Arbitration Proceedings against the Slovak Republic as new important
developments have occurred since the first Arbitration Proceedings of EuroGas Inc. vs. Slovak
Republic, ICSID Case “ARB No. 14/14” were terminated on August 17, 2017, justifying - in
the opinion of EuroGas - a new round of International Arbitration against your Country.
Amongst new developments which have occurred since the termination of EuroGas’ ICSID
Arbitration Proceedings “ARB No. 14/14” against the Slovak Republic, is predominantly the
October 26, 2016 Final Judgement of the US Bankruptcy Court in the State of Utah against the
Slovak Republic as a result of a lawsuit initiated and eventually lost by the Slovak Republic
against EuroGas in the Utah Bankruptcy Court in January 2019. The Slovak Republic had
appealed the October 26, 2016 Judgement twice in the Highest Appeal Court of the United
States of America, but eventually lost both appeals in a row over a two years period. In its Final
Appeal Decision of January 4, 2019 the Appeal Court for the Tenth Circuit of the United States
of America finally rejected all appeals by the Slovak Republic, ruling – amongst other legal
arguments – that the Slovak Republic had even violated its own Constitution by not pursuing 3
Final Judgements of its own Highest Slovak Supreme Court, which were issued by the Slovak
Republic’s Supreme Court in favor of EuroGas-Rozmin in 2008, 2011 and 2013 in the matter
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Aktiengesellschaft
of the Slovak Republic’s alleged illegal expropriation of EuroGas-Rozmin’s Gemerska Poloma
mineral rights for the Gemerska Poloma talc orebody, one of the largest and purest talc
orebodies in the world.
There are, however, also other very important newly discovered developments, which, in the
opinion of EuroGas, strongly warrant just on its own the commencement of new Arbitration
Proceedings of EuroGas against the Slovak Republic :
1) EuroGas is in the possession of a sworn US Affidavit in the original signed and sworn
form from a retired US educated chemical engineer, who for many years worked as the
CEO of a large internationally reknown talc producer before he retired. This US sworn
Affidavit of the former CEO alone could undoubtedly cause very strong allegations of
massive corruption and collusion involving certain Slovak administrative mining
representatives in connection with former Slovak politicians of the Slovak Republic’s
Ministry of Economy, as the former CEO reports in his sworn US Affidavit about an
incredible incident alleging a Euro 5.000.000 (Five Million Euros) bribe attempt in
favor of ANO, the political party of the former Slovak Minister of Economy, Pavol
Rusko.
According to the above mentioned sworn US Affidavit by the above-mentioned CEO,
Mr. Rusko was allegedly prepared to take the Gemerska Poloma talc mining rights away
from EuroGas-Rozmin and grant the Gemerska Poloma talc mining rights immediately
to the internationally reknown major talc company of the CEO against a cash payment
of Euro 5.000.000 !
I am sure that you are well aware of legal consequences within the US Departement of
Justice for an US Affidavit sworn in the presence of a US Commissioner !
2) In addition EuroGas is of the firm opinion that it has solid proof for corruption and
collusion committed to the detriment of EuroGas by mining administration organs of
the Slovak Republic in connection with certain individuals, in the form of
documentation proving beyond any doubt whatsoever the Slovak Republic’s illegal
2005 expropriation of EuroGas-Rozmin’s very valuable talc mining rights and the
subsequent illegal forward -granting of EuroGas-Rozmin’s former talc mining rights by
the Slovak Republic to VSK Mining s.r.o., a Slovak mining subsidiary of Schmid
Industrie Holding (SIH) of Austria. EuroGas’ documentation proves beyond ANY
doubt that the expropriation of EuroGas-Rozmin’s talc mining rights was a highly
illegal, unlawful, corrupt and collusive act committed by administrative organs of the
Slovak Republic in combination with certain individuals, in order to deprive EuroGasRozmin of its legal ownership of the Gemerska Poloma talc rights, as well as illegally
forwarding EuroGas-Rozmin’s expropriated mining rights after the illegal expropriation
through organs of the Slovak Republic by way of alleged highly collusive and criminal
acts to VSK Mining s.r.o., the Slovak mining arm of Austria’s Schmid Industrie Holding
(SIH).
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On April 16, 2014 the Slovak Republic had invited EuroGas Inc. and its solicitors and
arbitration lawyers to the Slovak Republic’s Embassy in Vienna, Austria, to discuss potential
ways of settlement. That’s where I had met you personally in your capacity of State Secretary
of the Ministry of Finance of the Slovak Republic.
During our so-called settlement discussions on that day in the Slovak Embassy in Vienna I had
disclosed to you and your team of Slovak lawyers and senior officers of the Slovak Ministry of
Finance that EuroGas is in the posession of documentation allegedly proving massive
corruption surrounding the Slovak Republic’s alleged illegal activities in the Gemerska Poloma
case. My disclosure caused a “thunder of protest” from yourself and your expert team on that
day in April 2014, resulting finally in a strict demand by yourself to myself to present EuroGas’
alleged findings of corruption in Slovakia to the Slovak General State Attorney immediately,
as – according to your own words - “there is no corruption in Slovakia” !
You may remember my answer to you on that day :
“If EuroGas has proof of corruption in the Gemerska Poloma case it will decide itself and on
its own to whom it will disclose its proof – but definitely not to the General State Attorney of
the Slovak Republic !”
In light of last week’s detainment and arrest of the Slovak Republic’s former General State
Attorney Dobroslav Trnka by the Slovak Republic’s Anti Criminal Agency NAKA, this answer
by myself to yourself in the Slovak Republic’s Embassy in Austria on April 16, 2014 was in
fact - in hindsight - a very wise answer!
Yours very truly !
EuroGas Inc.
On behalf of the Board of Directors

_____________________________
Wolfgang Rauball
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
cc : Her Excellency The President of the Slovak Republic
The Honourable Mrs. Zuzana Caputova
Via e-mail : informacie@prezident.sk

